Abstract. This paper proposes method for solving steel alloying problem using evolution algorithms SOMA and differential evolution. Both algorithms belong to the family of the evolution algorithms but the main ideas of these algorithms are different. In differential evolution new offspring is created during the evolution, the individuals are crossed and mutated, while in SOMA the individuals move in the space of the possible solutions and the mutation is replaced by perturbation. The main goal of this paper is to discover how much these algorithms are usable and suitable to solve the problem of steel alloying.
Introduction

Steel Alloying
It takes many steps to manufacture steel and every factory's step configuration may vary from the others. Commonly the process follows path similar to this: iron ore is smelted in iron smelters and distributed as a hot metal with temperature about 1400
• C to converter or electric arc furnace to improve its quality for following treatments. Hot metal is mixed with scrap and slag formers, the heat is heated up approximately to 1650
• C and first ferro-alloys are charged into the heat during tapping. This point is the first appliance of alloying process described below. Ladle with the heat is going to secondary metallurgy process, typically ladle furnace or vacuum treatment. This treatment part is exceptionally skipped, otherwise the steel quality is improved with accurate amount of alloys to achieve requested steel composition defined by steel grade and the temperature is modified for the last step. The final step of this process is casting on continuous casting machines to obtain final steel product like slabs, blooms or billets. More on this process can be found for example in book by Ahindra Ghosh and Amit Chatterjee [20] .
Target of the whole process is primarily to manufacture steel of requested quality (this is commonly referred to as target or final steel grade), secondly to reduce cost of the materials and energy used in the process.
To manufacture steel of certain grade, with specific chemical, electrical and mechanical properties, it is crucial to be sure that the steel is composed of correct elements in correct ratio's. Composition of the steel is modified in each step throughout the whole process with technique known as alloying.
Alloying is process of continually charging the steel with certain amount's of alloying materials (compounds of chemical elements) to gradually obtain the requested steel quality. Each of the materials has certain given ratio of all elements it is composed of. Also price of the material is known. Question is how to optimally choose amount of charged materials in each step when there are many charging materials composed of many chemical elements, with one element being commonly present in many materials. We also have to consider price of the final solution, since some materials are very cheap and some can be very expensive.
To solve the problem we are always presented with these input data:
-weight of the input steel, -input steel's composition vector (vector of ratios representing each element's presence in steel), -list of alloying materials, their chemical solution and their unit prices, -target steel grade represented with three vectors -one being optimal ratio of all chemical elements in final steel, second represents minimal ratio of any given element in final steel and last one represents maximal ratio of any given element in final steel.
Commonly in practice this problem is solved with Dantzig's simplex algorithm, which is a linear programming solution that with given input parameters finds cheapest solution in given final steel's grade range. This however does not allow us to fine-tune optimal balance between precision of final solution and it's price. This can be solved by iteratively running the algorithm with different steel grade ranges and trying to found solution that we consider to be optimal both in precision and cost. However since the ranges are vectors there are so many combinations of minimal and maximal values that it is very inefficient and unpractical to proceed in this way. More on this matter can be found in book by Dantzig, George B. [21] .
In this paper, we present how to overcome problems of the common solution with usage of evolution algorithms and fitness function suitable for solution of this problem is presented.
Evolution algorithms
The evolution algorithms have been successfully used to solve many practical and theoretical problems, see [13, 23, 24] . In [4] the differential evolution is used as classifier for the features in the data set, in [1] the algorithm SOMA is used to machining allocation of clutch assembly. Evolutionary techniques are applied in connection with, e.g. [2, 5, 6] , too. In 2013 Fish Swarm Optimization has been applied to engineering system design in [7] . Authors mention, that this algorithm is based on the fish swarm behavior in search of food. In [8] a high performance genetic algorithm using bacterial conjugation operator (HPGA) was introduced. An evolutionary algorithm is used to solve ring star problem in [9] . In [10] a transgenetic algorithm has been applied to the Traveling Car Renter Problem. Evolutionary algorithms are still improved, see [11, 12] . They are based on two essential principles -crossing and mutation. These principles proceed from Darwin's evolution theory and Mendel's principle of crossing. They work with the population of individuals, which are developing (improving) during the evolution. Better individuals survive while worse ones die. In this paper differential evolution and SOMA have been chosen. Differential evolution Differential evolution (DE) is a population -based stochastic algorithm for global optimization. It was introduced by Ken Price and Rainer Storn and in this paper the original version is used for experiment design [15] . Although this algorithm is very simple and efficient, in [25] authors proved that it can not ensure the global convergence and they proposed two hybrids algorithms named QAISDE and GDISE to improve DE. In 2013 an adaptive differential evolution based on new diversity has been described in [16] .In [17] authors use enhancing distributed differential evolution (DDE) with mulicultural migration for global numerical optimization. In DDE two migration selection approaches is used to maintain a high diversity in the subpopulations. An improved multi-objective differential evolution with termination criterion is mentioned in [18] . In [19] differential evolution is used for portfolio selection problem.
At the beginning of the algorithm the first population is generated. Each individual in population has its own set of parameters. The number of parameters is called dimension, we denote it D. In addition each individual has its fitness value. This value is very important because it says how good is this individual in current population. Fitness is the value of the cost function. Each parameter of the individual has low bound and high bound. It is not able to cross over these bounds [26] .In this article DE/best/1/exp has been chosen.
When the first population is generated, for each individual in population following steps are done:
1. Three other neighbors are chosen randomly (these individuals may not be the same). 2. The noise vector is created, see Eq. (1). 3. New individual is created. The random number from the interval [0, 1] is generated. If the number is smaller than crossing threshold CR, the parameter from the noise vector is chosen as a parameter of the new individual. Otherwise the parameter from the actual parent is taken. 4. If the new individual has better fitness than its parent, it will replace the parent, otherwise the new individual is forgotten and the parent stays in the population.
The noise vector equation of DE/best/1/exp:
where v j is the noise vector, x G r3,j , x G r1,j and x G r2,j are three randomly chosen individuals and F denotes the mutation constant.
Self organizing migration algorithm (SOMA) Unlike differential evolution, SOMA works on the principle of one population, which is changing in time. Application of this algorithm can be found for example in [27, 28] . In [29] SOMA is mentioned in connection with utilization of a symbolic regression tool for synthesis of a new control law. The beginning is the same like in DE. The first population is generated. But in SOMA no offspring is created. The principle of SOMA is the individuals are moving in the space of possible solutions and in the each generation (we say migration) they have a new positions. In [30] the novel multiobjective SOMA has been introduced.In this paper the strategy All to one has been chosen. At the begin the new population is generated. As well as in DE, each individual has its parameters and fitness, low and high bound. When we have the population the best individual is chosen (individual with the best fitness) -we call it leader. The following steps are done next for each individual in population:
1. The perturbation vector α is generated according to the parameter P RT , which is usually set to 0.11. The α is composed of 0 and 1 and it is important for the direction of the individual moving. (Individual can move to the leader in many directions.) 2. Individual will move to the leader. It moves by steps. For each step the next position and the new fitness is computed. Moving is finished when the parameter
Step spreads the value of the parameter P athLength. 3. After migration of the individual its best position, which has been reached during the migration, is chosen. 4. If the best reached position of the individual is better than the original one, the original one is replaced by the new position.
The crossing is replaced by philosophy that each individual moves in the space and each individual remembers the coordinates of the position, where the resolution has been the best in scope of its way to the leader. Moving of the individual is directed by the equation below [14] . Step is marked as t and α denotes the value in j th position of α.
Experiment design
Our method is based on SOMA and DE using in steel alloying process. There were two main problems in experiment design -how to represent an individual in evolutionary algorithms and how to define its fitness function. From the view of steel alloying process, there were 14 compounds, which are added to the original steel composition. These compouds are consist of the elements. In result we needed the elements amount. In evolution algorithms the individuals consist of parameters. In this paper the parameters of individuals are represented by the compounds, which were added to the original steel composition. There were 14 compounds, so the individual's dimension (number of parameters) D has been 14. Each compound has been represented by one parameter in individual. In the end of the evolution the amount of the elements have been recomputed from the amount of compounds. Fitness function presented in this paper is designed in the following manner:
-parameters of each member in population represent weight of each alloying material that is to be charged to the steel (every member has as many parameters as there are alloying materials), -first the function computes weight of each element in input steel using it's weight and it's composition vector, -using the value of each parameter of current member and composition vector of material it represents we can compute the weight of each chemical element that would be added to the steel, if materials the member represents would be charged to the steel, -using weights of elements in original steel and computed weights of elements in charged materials the final presence of each material in final steel is computed, -value of the fitness function is then equal to absolute distance of the optimal solution vector and this solution's vector, if this vector is out of range represented by minimal and maximal vector of solution, then penalization is applied to the fitness value, -additionally price of all used materials is computed and added to the fitness value, to do this constant defining importance of price of final solution over it's accuracy is applied, with this constant we can control and fine-tune the solution to our specific needs.
Fitness Function Equation
M k +W − C j < Cmax j then fitness function is defined as follows (this is the case when given member represents valid solution that is in required composition range).
Otherwise we apply additional penalization constant to equation to discard the member from solution.
Notation used in these equation is summarized in Table 1 . For both evolution algorithms, DE and SOMA, the same dimension has been set, D = 14. In DE's experiments we were changing the parameters: the number of individuals in the population N P , the number of generations G, mutation constant F , and crossing threshold CR in order to find better evaluation of the cost function. In SOMA experiments these parameters were also modified: number of the migration cycles M igrations, the stopping position of the migrating individual P athLength, and the step size of the migrating individual Step. All tested combinations of input parameters are given in Table 2 . Table 4 . For each element the minimum value, maximum value and optimal value in final steel alloy have been set, see Table 3 . 
Experimental Results
Our experimental results are summarized in Table 5 . Highlighted rows represent runs that were unable to reach satisfying solution. First column of the table contains description of given settings along with it's parameters. Second column contains best achieved fitness value of all runs and next columns contain information about final computed solution of the steel. Progress of the best fitness values is show in Figures 1 and 2 . One hundred test runs using given setting were performed and each test run is displayed as one line in these charts. Only selection of plots of runs that were able to reach satisfying solution are presented in this paper.
From the results measured in our experiments we can see, that by using higher values then 0.5 for F in DE the evolution requires higher number of generations to successfully reach valid solution. With F = 0.5 we were able to reach satisfying solution even with only 50 members in whole population. Although some of the runs were unsuccessful and were unable to present valid solution, the runs that completed successfully yielded correct result reliably and we have not recorded single case when they would fail. 
Conclusion
We have proposed alternative way to compute steel alloying recipe. Method using evolution algorithms has several advantages when compared to most commonly used Simplex method. It allows to incorporate final cost of used alloying materials into equation. Result of Simplex method is always cheapest solution in given range. Using our fitness function described in Section 2 we can control the importance of precise solution of final steel over it's price. All runs presented in our experiments that were able to achieve less then approximately 155 fitness value provide satisfactory results and are fully prepared to be used in real life environment on real life cases.
We would like to extend our work and try out more evolution algorithms to compare their results. Mainly we would like to design larger experiment to compare performance and precision of larger set of evolution algorithms on this problem. 
